
"PRIVATE vs. PUBLIC"

We have attempted to simplify "THE PRIVATE" topic into an easy to 
understand, generic document (using links to government sites) so everyone can 

understand the differences between the PRIVATE vs. PUBLIC.

The PRIVATE is LAWFUL and the PUBLIC is LEGAL
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THE PRIVATE IS LIVING MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN.
THE PUBLIC IS GOVERNMENT AND REGISTERED CORPORATIONS 
CALLED PERSONS.

No one can deny, from a (PUBLIC) legal standpoint, the Canadian Constitution is supreme – meaning that it is 
the supreme governing authority of all Her Majesty's governments, whether local, provincial or federal. Section 
32 of the Charter (Canadian Constitution) makes it clear that all government (PUBLIC) statutes, acts, rules, 
regulations, policy and/or bylaws, do not apply to PRIVATE individuals, PRIVATE businesses and/or other 
PRIVATE organizations – they only apply to government.

Read the last two lines in the "government website" screen shot below... “The purpose of this section is to make it 
clear that the Charter only applies to governments, and not to private individuals, businesses or other 
organizations.” Here is the direct link... http://www.pch.gc.ca/pgm/pdp-hrp/canada/guide/appl-eng.cfm

WHY IS THE ABOVE TRUE?

The PRIVATE people did not ratify the referendum for the Canadian Constitution held on October 26, 1992. 
Many people were somehow lead astray into believing the Charlottetown Accord referendum was about whether 
or not Quebec was going to separate from CANADA. The truth is, Quebec had already ratified the Accord along 
with all Canadian governments; (provinces, territories and 4 national aboriginal organizations) and as such the 
people were asked to provide a mandate to ratify the government proposed Constitutional CHANGE. The people 
did not vote to be under the government yoke of the (PUBLIC) Canadian Constitution. Neither did the people 
consent in 1982 to be under the Constitution. That is the good news! The people chose to remain free in the 
PRIVATE – just as the people have always been in reality. Most people just never knew they were/are PRIVATE, 
because governments and private corporations profit from the people's ignorance, while milking them as 
members of the general PUBLIC. If the people knew they are not PUBLIC––but PRIVATE, with PRIVATE rights 
superseding PUBLIC government, the people could rebel and expose the magnitude of PUBLIC wrong doings.
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DID YOU KNOW OUR GOVERNMENTS ARE 
PRIVATE CORPORATIONS FOR PROFIT?

Both CANADA and the PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA are listed on the Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC) in the UNITED STATES.

CANADA CIK# 0000230098 is a corporation registered at the (SEC) with its business address (not Ottawa) but 
the Canadian Embassy, District of Columbia, Washington DC - SIC: 8880 - UNKNOWN SIC - 8880

See CANADA business address and annual reports for yourself on this direct link...
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/browse-edgar?action=getcompany&CIK=0000230098&owner=exclude&count=40&hidefilings=0

PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA CIK# 0000836136 is a corporation registered at the (SEC) with its 
business address MINISTRY OF FINANCE - SIC: 8888

See PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA business details and annual reports for yourself 
on this direct link...
http://www.sec.gov/cgi-bin/browse-edgar?
company=Province+of+British+Columbia&match=&CIK=&filenum=&State=&Country=&SIC=&owner=exclude&Find=Find+Companies&
action=getcompany

FURTHER EXPLANATION OF THE CONSTITUTION ACT, 1982

The following "screen shot" was taken from the very first document deposited onto the (SEC) for the corporation 
CANADA on March 31, 2002. There is much to read, contained therein. You will read in the yellow highlighted 
paragraph below, where it says, "On October 26, 1992 Canadians were asked in a referendum if they agreed that 
the Constitution of Canada should be renewed...A majority of Canadians...declined to provide such a mandate."

Here is a link to the actual document – (scroll down to page (4) under CANADA: Constitutional Reform)...
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/230098/000113031902001603/m08476e18vk.htm

Now let's examine the last line of the “screen shot” highlighted in blue above,“Consequently, government set 
aside the constitutional issue and announced their intention to concentrate on social and economic initiatives.” 

SOCIAL: Ask yourself, has government closed and/or gutted beneficial social, educational, pension, health and 
medical programs and initiatives by privatization (and other)––to the detriment of the people since 1992? 

ECONOMIC: Ask yourself, has government increased economic debt and risk through derivatives, 
globalization, outsourcing, offshoring, terrorism, war (and other)––to the detriment of the people since 1992? 
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WHY HAVE PEOPLE'S SMART METER CRIES BEEN IGNORED IN COURT?

The PUBLIC is the LEGAL SYSTEM. The legal system does not apply to the PRIVATE people. Below is a 
screen shot from C.J.S. which stands for Corpus Juris Secundum, the encyclopedia of U.S. Law. It states, 
"Attorney & Client: His first duty is to the COURTS and the PUBLIC, not to the CLIENT.

ARE YOU BEGINNING TO SEE THE BIGGER PICTURE? 
Let's re-examine the last line we read from the “screen shot” highlighted in blue on (page 4 above) 
“Consequently, government set aside the constitutional issue and announced their intention to concentrate on 
social and economic initiatives.” The reason the governments have privatized PUBLIC CROWN corporations 
into PRIVATE corporations is:

1) To use LEGAL IMMUNITIES (within the public legal system) written within statutes, acts, rules, 
regulations, policy, bylaws, the Canadian Bill of Rights and/or the Canadian Constitution - which they 
have written to protect themselves.

2) To use PRIVATE IMMUNITIES (within the private common law) when they are in VIOLATION of 
their own PUBLIC MANDATES written within statutes, acts, rules, regulations, policy, bylaws, the 
Canadian Bill of Rights and/or the Canadian Constitution.

Indeed, government concentrates on their own SOCIAL and ECONOMIC initiatives by operating as private 
corporations, (as witnessed at the SEC links above)––playing both sides of the PUBLIC and PRIVATE for 
PROFIT, while convincing the PRIVATE people to carry all PUBLIC debt burden. The PRIVATE people, 
hoodwinked into believing they are the PUBLIC, pay everyone's ballooning government DEBT, while 
government privatized corporation(s), skim everything off as PROFIT. One might refer to it a massive 
international banking heist.

Josiah Stamp, former Governor of the Bank of England during the 1920s  "The modern banking 
system manufactures money out of nothing. The process is perhaps the most astounding piece of sleight of 
hand that was ever invented. Banking was conceived in iniquity and born in sin. Bankers own the Earth. 
Take it away from them, but leave them the power to create money, and with the flick of the pen they will 
create enough money to buy it back again...Take this great power away from them and all great fortunes 
like mine will disappear, and they ought to disappear, for then this would be a better and happier world to 
live in. But if you want to continue to be slaves of the banks and pay the cost of your own slavery, then let 
bankers continue to create money and control credit."
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THE PUBLIC IS NOT YOU AND NEVER WAS. YOU ARE PRIVATE.

The PUBLIC is corporations REGISTERED to Her Majesty's Government hereinafter called Crown/government.
The Crown/government controls all things PUBLIC.
The Crown/government controls all PUBLIC banking and commerce.
The Crown/government controls all PUBLIC courts.
The Crown/government controls all PUBLIC schools.

THE PRIVATE IS YOUR LIFE 99% OF THE TIME, unless you work as an employee in 
government or other, implementing a PUBLIC policy or PUBLIC program, in which case you 
have agreed by contract to be under PUBLIC authority during your employ, while you are 
implementing said PUBLIC policy or PUBLIC program. The following is a court judgement 
called R.v. Dell, 2005 ABCA 246 (CanLII) for your review...

R. v. Dell, 2005 ABCA 246 (CanLII)

"The Charter does not apply to interactions between private citizens, except where the private citizen acts 
as an agent of the state or is performing a government function...For the charter to apply to a private 
entity, it must be found to be implementing a specific governmental policy or program...A court not only 
has the power but the duty to regard legislation found to be inconsistent with the charter to the extent of 
the inconsistency as of being no longer of force or effect."

THERE IS NOTHING TO FEAR IN THE PRIVATE, BECAUSE YOU HAVE ALWAYS 
BEEN PRIVATE––YOU JUST THOUGHT YOU WERE PUBLIC BECAUSE THAT IS 
WHAT PUBLIC SCHOOL AND PUBLIC MEDIA TELL YOU.

To be clear, government employees and/or those working in corporations (mandated by PUBLIC policy or 
programs), are in the PUBLIC while implementing a specific governmental policy or program (a job during work 
hours). When not working (in said job after-hours/weekends/holidays), the individual returns to the PRIVATE 
from the PUBLIC. The only time PRIVATE people enter into the PUBLIC, (other than said job), is to do personal 
banking and/or other government regulated business transactions in commerce, where a signature and/or consent 
is required. BANKING is stated here because banking is legislated by government statutes. Another example 
would be INSURANCE because you are registering your vehicle, boat, etc.

Parents also REGISTER their children in PUBLIC schools – under the yoke (authority) of government to educate 
their young minds. We know there are both PUBLIC schools and PRIVATE schools, which demonstrates the 
points being made here.

PRIVATE Industry Associations also create CODE, which governments can adopt into government regulations, 
i.e. The Canadian Electrical Code and National Building Code of Canada.

You can identify when you are doing business in the PUBLIC, because you are required to give GOVERNMENT 
ISSUED ID, (which we will discuss a little further down). You will also be asked for government issued ID when 
you deal with larger corporations who are not Government, (which we will also discuss a little further down).
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HOW DID PRIVATE PEOPLE BECOME PUBLIC PERSONS?

It begins with the registration of a baby, on an application for registration of a live birth, i.e. John Paul Doe. 

The government takes an extract from that information and creates a legal PERSON called a CERTIFICATE OF 
BIRTH. The name is written in all capital letters i.e JOHN PAUL DOE and this legal NAME is owned by the 
government and becomes a "MEMBER" of the General PUBLIC. All government ID is issued in the all capitals 
legal NAME – hence all commercial dealings have been made in the all capitals legal NAME - hereinafter 
referred to as “legal NAME".

WHY IS HYDRO IGNORING YOUR PRIVATE RIGHTS?

PRIVATE people use government issued ID to register property in the legal NAME, also known as a legal 
PERSON, RESIDENT, CITIZEN and MEMBER of the GENERAL PUBLIC.

The following is an excerpt from the Dictionary of Canadian Law, which defines the word PERSON:

Dictionary of Canadian Law; "a legal PERSON is any THING to which the law gives a legal or fictional 
existence or personality, with capacity for rights and duties; the only legal PERSON known to our law is the 
corporation - the body corporate;" and Black's Law Dictionary, 6th ed; "a 'front'; a third party who is put 
up in name only to take part in a transaction."

PRIVATE people are assumed to be the legal NAME when they accept government issued ID in the legal NAME, 
accept government benefits in the legal NAME, register property in the legal NAME, bank in the legal NAME, 
pay taxes in the legal NAME and so on.

BC Hydro is proceeding as though PRIVATE men, women and children and their PRIVATE property are only 
Crown/government owned TITLE registered legal NAMES, which the PUBLIC UTILITY can access in 
commerce for PROFIT at Crown/government discretion, without any customer consent. Crown/government 
believe PRIVATE men, women and children consented to be legal NAMES, pieces of TITLE paper registered in 
the books of a Crown/government TITLE office.

In other words, the Crown/government believes, because people have registered everything to them in the legal 
NAME, the Crown/government have “amalgamated” all customers and property with the Crown/government. 
The Crown/government believes they have full authority and jurisdiction over everyone and everything 
recognized by that legal NAME.

The following is an excerpt from the Hydro Power and Authority Act, describing “amalgamation” in their own 
words and link... http://www.bclaws.ca/EPLibraries/bclaws_new/document/ID/freeside/00_96212_01#section12

Hydro Power and Authority Act, S.12 (5) “despite the land title act, if the "authority" acquires all the 
property, assets or undertaking of, or “amalgamates” in any manner with a PERSON, all of the interests 
registered in a land title office are deemed to be registered interests of the authority or the “amalgamated” 
corporation, as the case may be, and the registrar of the land title office must accordingly make all 
necessary amendments to the register, and the amendments constitute registration of the interests under the 
Land Title Act in favour of the authority or the “amalgamated” corporation, as the case may be.”
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HAVE YOU EVER READ THE PREAMBLE TO THE CANADIAN BILL OF RIGHTS?

In 1960, Her Majesty's governments AFFIRMED the PRIVATE, in their own Canadian Bill of Rights, where they 
wrote something very important we should read and imprint onto our own minds and re-mind the governments.

Government AFFIRMED the SUPREMACY of GOD and the RULE of LAW, which is PRIVATE and LAWFUL.

They also AFFIRMED the DIGNITY and WORTH of the human person and POSITION of the family in a 
society of FREE men and FREE institutions. Read below...

Before reading below... please stop to grasp the following concept, because it is very important indeed. 
Understand the Preamble is positioned before the actual Enactment of the Bill of Rights itself. The PREAMBLE 
is the government's AFFIRMATION, similar to an oath sworn––while the ENACTMENT that follows, is their 
LEGAL MANDATE. The Parliament themselves took this AFFIRMATION prior to enacting this document 
which does LAWFULLY and LEGALLY bind the ACTIONS of government, their Agents and Employees.

Here is the direct link...  http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C-12.3/page-1.html

Canadian Bill of Rights

S.C. 1960, c. 44
Assented to 1960-08-10

An Act for the Recognition and Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms

Preamble

The Parliament of Canada, affirming that the Canadian Nation is founded upon principles that acknowledge the 
supremacy of God, the dignity and worth of the human person and the position of the family in a society of free men and 
free institutions;

Affirming also that men and institutions remain free only when freedom is founded upon respect for moral and 
spiritual values and the rule of law;

And being desirous of enshrining these principles and the human rights and fundamental freedoms derived from 
them, in a Bill of Rights which shall reflect the respect of Parliament for its constitutional authority and which shall 
ensure the protection of these rights and freedoms in Canada:

Therefore Her Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate and House of Commons of Canada, enacts as 
follows:
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In the Preamble to the Canadian Bill of Rights:

Government affirmed God is supreme. Government affirmed private people, societies and institutions are free. 
Government affirmed the private is superior to the public.

THE PREAMBLE AFFIRMATIONS clearly show, government AFFIRMED and Her Majesty ENACTED under 
advice and consent from both the Senate and House of Commons, that all PUBLIC governments are inferior to 
GOD and PRIVATE men, women, children; PRIVATE societies and PRIVATE institutions.

THE PRIVATE (is not in Commerce)

The Preamble Affirms All RIGHTS come from God.
You in the PRIVATE, are endowed by your Creator, under the rule of law, with the natural rights of life, liberty, 
birthright, inheritance and sovereignty––called unalienable rights––which cannot be taken, sold, transferred or 
surrendered, under any circumstance.

The Preamble Affirms God is Supreme in the PRIVATE.
PRIVATE men, woman and children are directly under God. 
PRIVATE men, woman and children's rights and freedoms and respect thereof, are under God's Rule of Law 
which we view as "Do unto others as you would have others do unto you"––called the COMMON LAW.

CONSENT (is giving your signature, whether written by hand, spoken by word or digital)

You have the RIGHT to consent or not to consent. 
Your consent is required to operate in the PUBLIC as your legal NAME. Understand, when you in the 
PRIVATE enter into the PUBLIC to operate as your PUBLIC legal NAME, your PRIVATE unalienable rights 
are immediately transformed into PUBLIC inalienable rights which can and are often alienated (ignored) by 
Crown/government. Case in point––no smart meter opt out.

THE PUBLIC (is Commerce)

No RIGHTS come from Government.
You in the PUBLIC operating as your PERSON, created by your government under the legal system, are granted 
benefits and privileges. By entering the public, your unalienable rights are transformed into inalienable rights––
which can not be taken, sold, transferred or surrendered, without your consent, except by government who can 
and do alienate (ignore) your rights.

Government is supreme in the PUBLIC.
Your PUBLIC legal NAME is a PERSON/corporation, directly under government.
Your PUBLIC legal NAME is a PERSON/corporation with benefits and privileges under government,“statutes, 
acts, rules, regulations, policy, bylaws, the Canadian Bill of Rights and/or the Canadian Constitution”––called 
the LEGAL SYSTEM.
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DID YOU KNOW, HYDRO AND POWER “AUTHORITY” 
CAN BORROW FROM CANADA PENSION PLAN?

To recap, the Crown/government believes they are you and all your property because you registered it in the legal 
NAME, to which they OWN and hold TITLE and as such, you and your property have been “amalgamated” 
with the Crown/government under the legal NAME / PERSON / CORPORATION.

This includes all your legal PENSION(s), legal RRSP(s), legal STOCK(s), legal BOND(s), legal TERM 
DEPOSIT(s), legal SAFETY DEPOSIT BOX(s), not to forget, legal VEHICLE(s), legal LAND(s) and 
PROPERTY(s) etc etc etc –– basically, anything and everything registered under the legal NAME.

The Hydro and Power Authority Act, allows the “AUTHORITY” to borrow money from the Canada Pension Plan 
Investment Fund by issuing or selling debentures which are, unsecured certificates of indebtedness, as a security 
chargeback to float loans to the Receiver General and Minister of Finance of Canada. 

All of this can occur without disclosure or consent of the people––the only true contributing beneficiaries and 
creators of wealth, held in trust by the Crown and Her Majesty's governments whose sole responsibility it is to act 
as executor and trustee, in the administration and protection of the pension trusts for the sole benefit of the 
PRIVATE people––not to risk its contents in commerce, for the financial gain of the “AUTHORITY”.

To clarify, a legal NAME is a piece of registered paper that is without a brain and/or the ability to create wealth. 
It is the PRIVATE people's creativity and labour which does create all wealth and contributions into any pension 
plan. Therefore, the PRIVATE people are the only true contributing beneficiaries of funds held intrust within the 
Canada Pension Plan.

The following is an excerpt from the Hydro and Power Authority Act, describing PENSION in their own words 
and link... http://www.bclaws.ca/EPLibraries/bclaws_new/document/ID/freeside/00_96212_01#section22
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IS YOUR PROPERTY PUBLIC OR PRIVATE?

If customers do not tell BC Hydro and/or Crown/government, that they and their property are PRIVATE – how is 
BC Hydro and Crown/government to know the customer and property are not PUBLIC? Remember, you have 
been using Crown/government issued ID in the legal NAME.

Just because BC Hydro and Crown/government view you and your property as the legal NAME, (because of a 
past registration) does not mean, you and everything you own is PUBLIC - unless of course, you do not inform 
government that you and your property are in fact PRIVATE.

When PRIVATE people are telephoned by BC Hydro, Crown/government, banks or other larger corporations, 
they are asked to identify themselves by the legal NAME and a qualifying question for privacy reasons such as, 
postal code, birth date, mother's maiden name, address etc. These things are all recorded on something registered 
to Crown/government which identifies the legal NAME and/or legal PROPERTY, not the PRIVATE people 
and/or their PRIVATE property.

BC Hydro and/or Crown/government believe everyone is the legal NAME, a PUBLIC person, just a piece of 
paper registered in a Crown/government TITLE office - and that piece of paper does not have LIVING TISSUE 
to HARM or PROPERTY RIGHTS or PRIVACY RIGHTS.

SOUNDS IMPOSSIBLE TO OVERCOME
YES...

BUT HERE IS THE “BIG SECRET” 
CROWN/GOVERNMENT DOESN'T WANT 

YOU TO KNOW!

You are not that government issued ID, that registered TITLE legal NAME, also known as a legal PERSON, 
RESIDENT, CITIZEN and MEMBER of the GENERAL PUBLIC and never were because you did not sign any 
Application for Registration of a Live Birth for yourself. No government has ever disclosed all the facts of any 
contract with you. 

You are PRIVATE and the government AFFIRMED this fact in the PREAMBLE to the Canadian Bill of Rights as 
well as in Section 32 of the Charter, which admits, PUBLIC statutes, acts, rules, regulations, policy, bylaws, 
Canadian Bill of Rights and/or Canadian Constitution DO NOT APPLY TO PRIVATE INDIVIDUALS or 
PRIVATE businesses and/or other PRIVATE organizations - as stated in (pages 1-10 above).
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IN CONTRACT LAW...
when all facts in the matter (relating to the contract agreement) are not fully disclosed prior to entering into said 
agreement, it is called misrepresentation and the contract is considered NULL and VOID.

Here is a link explaining these "deceptive acts and practices" written on the BC Governments own website...
Business Practices and Consumer Protection Act
http://www.bclaws.ca/EPLibraries/bclaws_new/document/LOC/freeside/--%20B%20--/Business%20Practices%20and%20Consumer
%20Protection%20Act%20SBC%202004%20c.%202/00_Act/04002_02.xml

BUSINESS PRACTICES AND CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT
[SBC 2004] CHAPTER 2

Deceptive acts or practices
4  (1) In this Division:

"deceptive act or practice" means, in relation to a consumer transaction,

(a) an oral, written, visual, descriptive or other representation by a supplier, or
(b) any conduct by a supplier

that has the capability, tendency or effect of deceiving or misleading a consumer or guarantor;
"representation" includes any term or form of a contract, notice or other document used or relied on by a supplier in 
connection with a consumer transaction.

(2) A deceptive act or practice by a supplier may occur before, during or after the consumer transaction.

THIS IS THE GOOD NEWS! 

No deceptive acts or practices committed against you, can bind you, if you were never given 
full disclosure and/or did not consent under full disclosure. 

SO HOW DO WE USE THE PRIVATE TO STOP THE INSTALLATION OF A 
WIRELESS SMART METER?

DID YOU KNOW BC Hydro and Crown/governments have ADMITTED all of the following statements asked 
in the PRIVATE OWNER'S CLAIM OF RIGHT NOTICES and are at DEFAULT "estoppel by acquiescence" 
and BC Hydro and Crown/governments have also agreed they may not argue, controvert, or otherwise protest 
the finality of the administrative findings in any subsequent process, whether administrative or judicial?

• no proof of claim BC Hydro's original meter exchange notice was not a new contractual agreement for 
smart meter exchange––mailed to customers without full disclosure of all facts in the matter and/or 
without allowing the PRIVATE owner contractual consideration, consent or opt out.

• no proof of claim the word "owner" in the Clean Energy Act is not a PRIVATE man or woman as opposed 
to a PUBLIC person.

• no proof of claim BC Hydro's smart meters do not enter into private living and/or business environments, 
to collect private information by wireless trespass.
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• no proof of claim BC Hydro's smart meter program does not collect private information wirelessly to store 
in data centres, to be sold inside and outside Canada.

• no proof of claim BC Hydro is not violating the Privacy Act––wherein "trespass is a tort, actionable 
without proof of damage for a PERSON [corporation] to willfully and without a CLAIM OF RIGHT 
violate the privacy of another...privacy may be violated by eavesdropping or surveillance, whether or not 
accomplished by trespass".

• no proof of claim BC Hydro has disclosed to its customers that the Office of the Information and Privacy 
Commissioner (OIPC) did an investigation into the Smart Metering Program and found, "BC Hydro is not 
complying with the FIPPA requirements to notify customers of the purposes for collecting the personal 
information and the legal authority for the collection; and to provide the contact information for a person 
within BC Hydro who can answer questions regarding the information collection".

• no proof of claim for the existence of any LAW giving any authority to BC Hydro to install any 
WIRELESS DEVICE on any property.

• no proof of claim for the existence of any LAW giving any authority to BC Hydro to exchange analogue 
meters for radio transmitters.

• no proof of claim for the existence of any LAW giving any authority to BC Hydro containing the words 
radio frequency transmitting, radiation emitting and/or wireless.

• no proof of claim BC Hydro did not willfully alter legislation and/or regulations, to exempt completely all 
safety standards, electrical regulations and electrical code from all meter exchanges, putting all meter 
exchanged private homes and/or businesses at increased risk for electrical problems and/or fire.

• no proof of claim a PRIVATE man and/or woman is not the lawful and/or legal owner of said land and 
property, registered in the books of a land title office.

• no proof of claim BC Hydro meter exchanges, which unplug from and plug into a PRIVATE owner's 
meter base, are not required by law to be performed in accordance with all safety standards, electrical 
regulations and electrical code.

• no proof of claim BC Hydro's meter exchanges, which affect the PRIVATE owner's meter base, are being 
performed in full compliance with all safety standards, electrical regulations and electrical code.

Yes - the PRIVATE OWNER'S CLAIM OF RIGHT NOTICES have (thanks to many of you) accomplished 
thousands of DEFAULT admissions for all the statements above. 

Can everyone see how putting BC Hydro and Crown/government into a 
"LAWFUL DEFAULT" is an effective way to stop a smart meter installation 
on your property?
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Question: 
 

Is your home a PRIVATE living space?

or 

Is your home a PUBLIC asset for commercial profit? 

If you answered your home is PRIVATE, then you must send a notice to BC Hydro letting them know this fact. 
BC Hydro can not install a PUBLIC meter for commercial profit, which causes harm within your PRIVATE 
living space, if they know you are PRIVATE and not PUBLIC.

It is not advisable to send any notice that does not identify you as being PRIVATE. You are of course free to do 
whatever you wish to solve your smart meter issue, but if you want to address the problem from the PRIVATE, 
the following PRIVATE notices were previously prepared and have been successful stopping installations thus far.

WHAT ARE THE PRIVATE NOTICES CALLED & WHERE CAN THEY BE FOUND?

PRIVATE NOTICES AND INFORMATION, please visit...
w  ww.bc-freedom.com  

___________________________________________________________________________________________

Disclaimer: To All Freedom Fighters against Wireless

"These are the times that try men's souls," Thomas Paine. "We live in a world of commerce. From time to time, 
circumstances arise, where we seek remedies to resolve our commercial problems. The notices and /or 
commercial remedies offered, are given freely, but they come with a warning. The contents are for educational 
purposes only. The author is not an attorney and can not give legal advice. If you require legal advice, by all 
means find a competent attorney. Please accept these offerings as given for some, these materials may offer 
assistance in finding viable solutions."
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